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Blockchain technology is becoming adopted in several industries, particularly gaming and finance. Its introduction generates high revenue for the gaming industry and enhances game efficiency by giving game lovers more interesting and fully-developed games to explore. However, this does not end here. Several activities have improved gaming drastically; however, some Play-To-Earn (P2E) approaches failed to pay quality attention to creating user-oriented games. This is why 8Bit Arcade is here to rectify the current system and embed our world with more innovation. We're not doing the old thing; instead, we're paying quality attention to the lack of space for innovation and accessibility to independent game developers. Our gamers or users will get to explore a world of technology, but we do not stop here. Introducing our token system creates a reward mechanism that does not rely extensively on the general crypto market but grows as our ecosystem thrives in the real gaming world. 

Introduction
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8Bit Arcade will become the place for the world's favorite games because we're not doing this alone. Our ecosystem provides qualified and innovative game developers with the right library and tools to build excellent and highly responsive games and showcase them to the world. With this system, we intend to grow a community of game developers who pay quality attention to the game's nature and storyline and provide anyone access on multiple screens. Our ecosystem considers different trends and choices; hence, we'll have retro games to serve the baby boomers right and more trendy games for the GenZ generation. Outside of smartphones, PC/laptop is the preferred gaming device among GenZ and Baby boomers. Noting this, we ensure that games are available on the right and easy-to-use tools. Hence, users' will not just find our game interesting; they'll not encounter any difficulties trying to hop on the next game. 

Project Overview: Introducing 8Bit Arcade
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8Bit Arcade at a glance
Game Arcade
Mobile GamesMetaverse gamesGameDevelopers

Revenue
Advertisment Cryptocurrency(Governance Token)

Voting Mechanism
Reward(s) 10% ofProfits

Game PlayersSubscription &F2PMobile PhonesLaptop/PC/AR/VR

8Bit ArcadeLLC
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As we progress with building our ecosystem, we are bound to make specific changes in our tech tools with the single intention of serving our users the right way. For the moment, 8Bit Arcade is a gaming platform that will be built on the Web with blockchain capabilities. This gives us notable advantages over other gaming structures existing now. The use of the Ethereum/Polygon Proof-of-Stake protocol consensus mechanism to process transactions helps reduce the computation time required for activities and also increases system securityEven better, 8Bit Arcade will exist with a dual token system. We intend to have a distinct governance token and another in-game token. The governance token will serve as our primary utility token providing the member with opportunities like rewarding, holding, and voting in our DAO-like system. The in-game token will facilitate in-game transactions and subscriptions alongside FIAT alternatives.

A look at the technical
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Fun games remain a big part of our world, with people from different regions connecting through nicely built and designed games. This alone provides 8Bit with an ecosystem of ready users.
A lot of people consider video games as the best option for pastime 

7.Our platform will be accessible to gamers, game developers, and gaming streamers. We envisage a system that captures a global community of players. With our cryptocurrency payment system, users make seamless cross-border subscriptions without delay or restriction.



 This approach takes our ecosystem ahead of the current system while enhancing our global reach into certain geographic locations where gaming is mainly mobile-focused. For example, there is an incredible rise in mobile game playing in Africa, with over 186 million mobile game players in Sub-Saharan Africa and about 25 million in North Africa. 
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While cryptocurrency serves a good purpose in the financial world, it's not entirely the same in the gaming e c o s y s t e m .  H e a v y  r e l i a n c e  o n cryptocurrency has prevented the development of fun and innovative games. It has hijacked games from the hand of true game lovers turning it into an investment too and drastically eliminating the true nature and benefits of games. 

The disparity in Web 3 gamesHeavy reliance on cryptocurrency Again, the gaming world is filled with projects that are not entirely user-oriented. In addition, more games focused extensively on creating high earnings; for this, impressive gaming features are sacrificed for earning protocols. This has reduced sustenance and affected the level of uniformity in games.

9.

Problems we seek to solve



We live in a world where it has never been easier to develop simple yet e f f e c t i v e  g a m e s .  W i t h  t h e advancement in mobile technology, g a m i n g  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  m o r e accessible. Unfortunately, there is a lack of opportunity for talented independent gamers to showcase and incubate their Intellectual Property if they haven't got access to resources and funding.

Sustainable crowdfundingLack of opportunities for independent game developer talent Every innovative tech project requires capita l  f rom interested Venture Capitalists, Launchpads, and Angel Investors .  But  for  i t  to  be  t ru ly sustainable requires that investors become participants, thus giving them a stake in any venture and a reason for nurturing those projects into profitable businesses. “Where a few can achieve something, then many can achieve something greater!”

Problems we seek to solve
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The 8Bit Arcade is set to become the  leading ecosystem for onboarding new games into the Metaverse and mobile applications. Our system creates a world for innovative, qualified, and community-savvy game developers who will be assisted and incubated with effective tech tools to rewrite the narrative of the gaming industry.The Arcade will be a go-to 'hangout' that gaming developers can use to showcase t h e  w o r l d  b e y o n d  t h e i r  i n s t a n t connections and networks what they have to offer.We have a network of partnerships within the industry that can assist with the necessary resources required for any development.

Users' Oriented GameSolution and competitive edges Enhanced tools to achieve sustainability While game developers will leverage our ecosystem for growth, users and game lovers will leverage 8Bit for a unique, review-based gaming exploration. Our ecosystem has an exceptional feedback and review structure that lets players in the crypto space try out the F2P version o f  e v e r y  g a m e  l a u n c h e d  i n  o u r ecosystem. Adding to the above, our App will be fun and intuitive with a novel highlight real for social media sharing.
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Decentralization of operations brings a b o u t  e f fi c i e n c y ,  s e c u r i t y ,  a n d transparency. 8Bit is a forward-looking brand that understands the impact of unique and creatively designed tech tools and is set to leverage that for growth. From a decentralized blockchain system for gaming to a decentralized cryptocurrency payment gateway, we are giving passionate game developers a chance to build their dream games while ensuring that game connoisseurs explore their favorite games f rom multiple consoles without border restrictions. 

Cost-effective and less volatileSolution and competitive edges A decentralized Gaming Arcade While adopting a new play2earn game means buying NFTs, and owning certain tokens, exploring 8Bit comes with only a subscription with an initial free2play mode. Our native token does not rely on the crypto market for price control, circulation, or movement but on our extensively designed ecosystem that is further embedded with good games. Hence, we do not expect regular high volatility. 
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Solution and competitive edges Redefining Game Structure
With a wide gaming world comes the chance to see diversity in ideas, creativity, and operations. We aim to serve game lovers right by introducing them to retro, classic, and modern games. Users can choose what to play and can leave feedback for other users. With this structure, we're introducing a more competitive gaming world and putting game developers at the peak of their creativity. Consequentially, this gives game players a fun game that surpasses what we currently have. 
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Why 8Bit Arcade?
Free App and Free Arcade (Non-subscribers) A novel App and Social media integrationGame review and user feedback An incubating platform for independent game developersA Kickstarter for our community of game developers A DAO-like governance
Extensive revenue streams Reward mechanism for token holders of 10% of profits

Access to licensed titles Free2Play & subscription-based models
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8Bit Arcade will change the above narrative, and as we gradually expand, we expect 20% annual growth. We intend to achieve this by improving our ecosystem and working collaboratively to enhance users' experience every time. 
Game sustainability with 8Bit 

Diverse and exotic games Additional  licensed gamesAccess to consolesImproved earning Launch of Shop
Highly secured systemEliminating the weak gamesOnboard top game developers Improved users' experience Merchandize and franchisingLaunch of 8Bit Arcade kickstarter for independent game developersAR and VR capability

Multiple accessibilities: App and Platform - The LaunchEmbed Metaverse with the good gamesSocial Media CampaignSubscription model LaunchUsers review and feedback
2023 -40%
2024 -60%
2025 -80%

Game sustainability with 8Bit 
YEARS PROJECT GROWTH 

HOW

YEARS PROJECT GROWTH 
HOW

YEARS PROJECT GROWTH 
HOW
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Transparency in gaming systems moves from 0%-100% with 8Bit Arcade, relying on the following features: a community of games, social media plugins, constructive feedback loop, and gaming incubation features. We take a step further to provide users with a transparent system through a DAO-like governance. The  Decentralized Autonomous Organization gives token holders inherent governance power and allows them to participate in decision-making. Holders of the 8Bit token can vote for or against every submitted business proposal. Our system integrates a simple Know-Your-Customer that does not hamper security. Also, we use lockup liquidity to eliminate the problem of oversupply of our tokens and keep a healthy and more rewarding token system. We also offer a multi-signatory wallet for business transactions. 

A transparent system 
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Market Analysis 
Video games are a big part of many people's life and function as a way for even the busiest busy to alleviate stress and enhance cognitive efficiency. For all these and several other reasons, the gaming industry remains one of the ever-growing ecosystem industries in the world. The video game industry's revenue was $178.73 billion in 2021 and is projected to reach above $200 billion by 2025. The introduction of Metaverse games increased income and elevated the chance for broader adoption. The metaverse industry is expected to reach $678.81 billion by 2030. According to the report published by Gartner, by 2026, 25% of the global population will spend at least an hour per day in Metaverse playing games, investing, or focusing on other purposes like education or entertainment. In addition, 30% of organizations will break into Metaverse by the same year.

Gaming Industry 
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Our Target Market 
The number of gamers in the global gaming industry increased from 1.99 billion to 2.95 billion users in 2022. Furthermore, the market users are projected to grow even more with wider adoptions of several tech tools, consoles, and metaverse exploration.  

Gaming Players
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8Bit Arcades games will be highly accessible to users. We intend to cover over 80% of the market by ensuring that our games can be played on smartphones, tablets, laptops, and PC. Even better, we intend to incorporate more tools like VR and AR and console integration as we expand our ecosystem in the Metaverse. 

Gaming Player and tools used
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35% 25%
20%10%10%

Use of Fund
Platform Development:   35%Marketing:     20%Licensing:    25% Legal and Accountancy:   10%Liquidity to Exchanges:   10%20.



We intend to work with four profitable and guaranteed models to generate revenue, reward investors, and incentivize every member of our ecosystem. Of course, we want to consider future options while carefully considering our investors' interests. 
Business model
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With over 4 billion social media users globally, providing advertisement opportunities remains one of our primary sources of revenue. Our social media branches, like YouTube, TikTok, Instagram, and more, provide complementary and beneficial ads. This will be in a diverse range of markets to offer gaming, crypto, and other projects with our vast global demographic of our userbase and increase the chance of adoption. 

The global ad agencies market hit $348.4 billion in 2021, with social media ads contributing to over $ 137 billion in total revenue. The market is projected to achieve more growth in the coming years. 
Advertisement (ADS)
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Our advertisement approach will ensure that users do not get bored or that their gaming experience isn't interrupted on our platform. All advertisements will be restricted to our Social Media channels. They will be short, concise, and beneficial to our audience.
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Subscriptions in our ecosystem will come at a reasonable and considerate rate, payable by every full-access participant on our platform. 8Bit Arcade is a major driver of growth and sustainability in the gaming ecosystem; we, therefore, expect massive adoption.
Platform Fees

We will onboard the next generation of games and provide game developers across the globe with a thriving community to explore, expand, and grow with. We will charge a 7% fee on the funding raised through our incubation facility. Other options are share/profit ownership upon a successful appraisal for specific projects launched through our Kickstarter facility.
Kickstarter Fees
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Building on our relationships with other platforms, game studios, and industry-relevant brands will be essential to grow and expand our reach. Hence, we will seek partnerships with like-minded companies that can foresee and value progress within the gaming industry. 
Partnership

One of the highlights of our platform will be the ability for users to play recognizable games from reputable brands within our Arcade. We will seek licensing arrangements from these brands for certain games to do this. 
Licensing



Roadmap
25.

Phase 1Adding to the core Team (In progress)Setup socials  (Completed)Completing necessary legal documentation Platform development (proof of concept) - (In progress)Completing Proof of Concept for the App - (In progress)8Bit Arcade whitepaper  

Phase 3 Release a LIVE version of the platformComplete app developmentNecessary integrationsLaunch of Gaming tokenExchanges Marketing
Phase 2 Marketing content creationPrivate sale Launch of Token on blockchainWeb and app testnet



Founder/ Team Lead
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Russell Bryant Russell is a UK-Based cryptocurrency investor and entrepreneur and has been in the space since 2017.  Witnessing the first-hand growth and improvement in the cryptocurrency and gaming space, Russell believes in even bigger developments that focus on changing gaming narrative.
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Get ready to explore games like never before. Our team works collaboratively with major market participants to conduct research and onboard more talents. We're prepared to take the gaming experience in the Metaverse to another level, where the games are fun, super cool, creative, crowd lead, and sustainable. We keep users at the core of activities and reward investors accordingly. Get on board, and let's experience disruptive innovation together.

Conclusion
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